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In June of 2018, Minnifee was awarded the Order of the University of 
Calgary for his record of exemplary and distinguished service to 
UCalgary. Today, he serves on the UCalgary Alumni Association Board 
and Legacy Giving Advisory Group.  
His numerous contributions almost seem impossible for one man, but 
for Minnifee, supporting UCalgary is an easy choice. “The University of 
Calgary is one of our city’s most valued treasures,” he says. “I feel I’ve 
had the key to this treasure chest and witnessed firsthand the 
magnitude of UCalgary’s reach and its relevance to the growth and 
vibrancy of our great city.”  

On and off the court, Minnifee is a true UCalgary champion.  

 Santiago adds energy to Dinos squad          
             
Ezeohah Santiago arrived in Calgary in Fall of 
2019, and the 3rd year Trinidadian via Oakville, ON  
proceeded to impress Dinos coaches with his fast-
paced, powerful game, and his up-beat contagious 
personality.  ‘Ez’ was a starter or 6th man on the 
18-2 Dinos, and averaged 13 ppg/ 3 rebs, 
including a 20 pt, 2nd night sweep of UBC in 
Vancouver to kick-off the schedule. 
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He suffered an injury in the last game at Nationals 
the following March, and spent most of the next 12 
months working to rehabilitate.  His hard work has 
paid off, and we look for Ezeohah to be a big 
contributor for the ’21-’22 team when they resume 
work-outs this Summer.  

We Dinos from 70 decades of the Men’s Basketball program can be proud as we read his 
story as told in the UC Alumni publication, ‘Energized by You’.  Ez’s pride in being a Dino 
shines through, and the role of alumni in the strengthening of the program receives this 
young man’s enthusiastic endorsement. 

Ezeohah Santiago … Finding balance — on and off the court  

Ezeoha Santiago spent much of his youth crisscrossing the Americas — from Ontario to 
Trinidad and Tobago, then back to Ontario and on to Texas — but it wasn’t until he 
arrived in Calgary that he truly appreciated that famous Canadian affability. 

“Everyone says how nice Canadians are, and Calgary is five times that,” says Santiago, who 
first visited the city in 2018. He was nearing graduation from Lee College in Texas and 
considering his next move. “UCalgary was the only school I visited in Canada.           
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